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Context



ThriveFunds is a web platform connecting American families in need, the “ALICE 

families”, to donors. 





But who are these "ALICE families"? They are the neediest families in America, who 

earn barely more than the federal poverty level and who can not benefit from the 

state support. Millions of Americans are affected: families with no savings to cover 

emergencies, those whose salary is not enough to live on, or families with dependent 

children who lack secure employment. 





ThriveFunds partners with approved community organisations to identify these 

vulnerable families. Families are then matched with donors via a matching algorithm 

that links the needs of the families with the impact goals of the donors. 




 After being approved, families express their needs by making a request on the 

site;

 In turn, donors indicate their preferences for the types of donations they wish to 

make;

 The ThriveFunds algorithm matches families and donors according to their needs 

and preferences; 

 Donors can choose to fund one or more projects; 

 Donations are sent to community organisations and service providers so that 

they can help those families in need;

 Families are free to share their feedback following the help they receive. 





This is a project with a strong human value that we are proud to put forward today. 




Why the choice to go for a low-code development?



The founding team of ThriveFunds wanted to develop and launch their application as 

quickly as possible for several reasons. Getting the application up and running 

quickly allowed them to help more families in need as quickly as possible.  





In addition, with the holiday season being the time when more donations are made, it 

was even more important to get the app up and running quickly. 





Aware of this imperative, we exploited the full potential of Low-Code Bubble 

technology to develop and launch the Thrive Funds platform in just 1 month  and a 

half - allowing the team to organise the first collections as quickly as possible.



What were the challenges of this project? 

Speed was not the only issue. Given the importance of the information provided by 

families and donors, it was essential to guarantee complete confidentiality and 

security of the data within the platform. Our team has years of experience in securing 

web applications with Bubble technology - the application being securely hosted on 

the world's most powerful cloud, Amazon AWS, with sensitive data storage and 

encryption to the highest standards.

During the development of the application, many technical criteria were retained in 

order to facilitate and improve the accuracy of the algorithm. 

 Ensuring data privacy and security



 Matching families and donors





The creation of a tailor-made matching system between families and donors, and 

therefore the creation of queries, was one of these criteria. 





Various filters have been designed to allow donors to find families whose needs 

match the donations they wish to make. Donors can choose the type of donation 

they wish to carry out: a one-off donation or a recurring donation. Once this 

information is entered, they are offered four categories: transport, technology, 

education and childcare. They can then choose to direct their donations to one of 

these categories for the amount of their choice. Suggested donations are then made 

according to the criteria that have been entered.





Donors can also see the level of need of the families via a score ranging from 0 to 

100. The higher the score, the more urgent the family's need. 





For their part, when beneficiaries wish to express a need via ThriveFunds, they simply 

specify the nature of their need by selecting one of the four categories listed above. 

They can then specify the need by adding additional information.  


Finally, once the request is complete, it is sent to the administrators for validation. 

The UX issue was also very important because such an application must be easily 

understandable and accessible to as many people as possible. We therefore 

organised multiple UX/UI co-creation workshops with the ThriveFunds founding team 

in order to imagine the simplest and most intelligible user experience for families and 

donors. 





As the ThriveFunds team does not have an in-house product team, we had to advise 

and guide them throughout the design process. A high level of trust was developed in 

the product design process.

 Making the application accessible to as many people as possible
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